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1. INTRODUCTION 
Motzkin and Taussky [Z] showed that, if A,, A, are hermitian n x n 
matrices with eigenvalues t1ai,. . , cxOn and tlii, . . . , ctln, respectively, then 
the property (L) 
det(x1 - A, - t/l,) = fi (x - clOi - &ii) for all real t 
z-1 
implies that A, and A, commute. A. T. Craig extended this result 
(unpublished) to real symmetric matrices A,,, A,, . , A, with eigenvalues 
%l,. . .> akn for k = 1,. . . , m by showing that the property (L,) 
det 
i 
xl - 5 tkA . = fi 
k=O 
k) jJ+~kJ 
for all real t implies that A,, A,, . . , A, commute in pairs. N. A. Wiegman 
[4] proved that Property L for normal matrices A,, A, implies that 
A, and A, commute. In this paper we prove that the property (L,) for 
normal matrices A,, A i, . . . , A, implies that these matrices commute 
in pairs. In his thesis, Norman F. Robinson [3] also studied Property 
(L,) for certain compact operators in separable Hilbert space in the spirit 
of Kaplansky’s discussion of Property L in these cases [I]. Since the 
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Hilbert space results (even for Property L) seem to lack definitiveness, we 
shall not include them in this paper. 
We devote Section 2 to a proof of Craig’s unpublished result which 
is due to the late H. T. Muhly. This proof is analytic and rests on a 
convenient lemma of N. H. McCoy. The modifications of this method 
needed for the normal case are given in Section 3. 
2. MUHLY'S PROOF OF CRAIG'S THEOREX 
We begin with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. (N. H. McCoy.) 
polynomials in t such that 
Let A(t) be an n x n matrix of real 
det(il1 - A(t)) = fi (A - ai(t 
i=l 
(2.1) 
where cc,(t) aye real polynomials in t for 1 < i < n. Then there exists an 
n X n matrix p(t) of class Cm real functions such that 
p(t)(p(t))T = I, and ($(t))A(t)(p(t))T = diag(cli(t), . . , an(t)) for all real t. 
Proof. Let x be an indeterminate and let R(x) be the field of rational 
functions in x with real coefficients. Then A(x) is a symmetric matrix 
of elements of R(x) with eigenvalues al(x),. . ., a,(x) by (2.1). For U = 
(9,. . . , u,) and I/’ = (ui,. . ., v,) with SQ, 7~~ E R(x), we define (U, V) = 
urlli + * * . + U,V,E R(x). The usual arguments show that (R(x))” has 
an orthogonal basis U,(X),. . ., U,(x) such that [U,(x), . . . , U,(x)&4 (x) . 
[U,(x),. . ., U,(X)]~ = diag(ai(x),. . ., a,(x)). It may be arranged that 
the components of each of the U,(x) are real polynomials without common 
factor. Then the components of U,(t) are real polynomials in the real 
variable t which are never simultaneously zero. We may then normalize 
U,(t) by dividing U,(t) by the square root of the sum of the squares of its 
components to obtain an orthonormal set V,(t), . , V,(t). The matrix 
p(t) = [V,(t),. ., V,(t)] is then effective for McCoy’s lemma. 
We shall also need the following well-known result. 
LEM~~A 2.2. Let A be an n x 9% real symmetric matrix u’hose eigenvalues 
&, . ., 1, aye on the diagonal of A. Then A is a diagonal matrix. 
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THEOREM 2.1. (A. T. Craig.) If (L,,J holds for real symmetric matrices 
A,, A,,. . ., A,, then these matrices covnmuJe in pairs. 
Proof. LetussetA(t)=A,+tA,+*..+tmA,,ak=diag(akl,..., 
alin) and a(t) = a0 + ta, + . . - + tma,. To simplify notation, we shall 
write f. in place of f(0) for real functions f(t). By Lemma 2.1, there is a 
real orthogonal matrix p(t) of class C” real functions of t for which 
$(t)A(t) = a(t)$(t) for all real t. (2.2) 
It will suffice to prove that 
P,A,‘j’ zzz aO(j)$a for j = 0,. . , m. (2.3) 
Setting t = 0 in (2.2) gives (2.3) for i = 0. We proceed by induction 
and assume (2.3) for j = 0,. . . , k - 1. Differentiate (2.2) K times and 
set t = 0 to obtain 
i C(K, j)$,(j)A 
j=o 
O(k-j) = Jk C(k, j)aO(k-j)$O(j). 
Now multiply on the right by q. = (PO)* and use (2.3) for j = 0,. . . , k - 1 
to find that 
p,A,(“)q, = so(t) + i C(k i)( ao’k-j’p’j’qo _ poiqoao’~~-~‘)~ (2.4 
j=l 
Since so(i) is diagonal for j = 0,. . . , k - 1, the diagonal elements of the 
right-hand member of (2.4) are the eigenvalues of the left-hand member. 
By Lemma 2.2, we see that 
$oAo~k)qO = sock), 
which proves (2.3) for j = K. 
(2.5) 
3. CRAIG’S THEOREM FOR NORMAL MATRICES 
We are now ready to discuss (L,) for normal matrices A,, A,, . . . , A,. 
We first prove an analog of McCoy’s lemma wherein we must replace 
diagonalization of A(t) by triangularization. Weigman [4] leas noted that 
the analog of Lemma 2.2 holds for normal matrices. Although the computa- 
tions become somewhat involved, our proof then proceeds along the lines 
laid down by Muhly. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let A(t) be an n x n matrix of complex polynomials ilz 
t and assume that 
det(M - A(t)) = i (ii - ccJt)) for all real t, (3.0) 
i=l 
where q(t) is a complex polynomial for i = 1,. . . , n. Then there is an 
n x n matrix p(t) of complex functions of the real variable t, each of class 
CW and such that p(t)@(t))* = In and p(t)A(t)@(t))* is triangular with 
diagonal (al(t), . . , fxn(t)) for all real t. 
Proof. Replace t by an indeterminate x and let C(X) be the field of 
rational functions over the complex field C. Then, by (3.0), det(il1 - 
A(x)) = zdl(n - q(x)). Choose U, nonzero in (C(x))” and such that 
(q(~)1 - A(x))U, = 0. 
We may assume that the components of Ui are polynomials in x without 
common factor. Construct an orthogonal basis U,, Us,. . ., U, for 
(C(x))“. We may assume that the components of each Ui are polynomials 
in x without common factor. Then 
A(4 [u,, u,,. . .> U,l = [u,, Us. . ., U,lW), 
where the first column of B(x) is [ccl(x), 0,. . ., OIT. If we replace x by 
the real variable t, we may normalize each Ui and obtain 
r(t)A(t)(r(t))* = B(t) and r(t)@(t))* = In, 
where the entries of r(t) are class P complex functions of the real variable 
t. Let B,(x) be the matrix obtained by deleting the first row and first 
column of B(x), and choose a complex polynomial d(x) such that d(x)Bi(x) 
= By has polynomial entries. Then, since 
det(A1 - B,(x)) = fi (A - d(x)a$(x)), 
1-2 
we obtain by induction 
s(Vz(t)(s(t))* and s(t)(s(t))* = I,_,, 
where the entries of s(t) are class C”O complex functions of the real variable 
t and B,(t) is triangular with diagonal (d(t)az(t), . . , d(t)a,(t)). We readily 
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1 0 
PM = I 1 0 s(t) w 
has the required properties. One should note that the entries of B(t) 
are also class Coo complex functions of the real variable t. 
We shall also need the following lemma (cf. 141). 
LEMMA 3.2. (N. A. Wiegman.) If A is an n x n normal matrix 
whose eigenvalues are on the diagonal, then A is a diagonal matrix. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let the property (L,) hold for the normal matrices 
A,, A,,. . .> A,. Then these matrices commute in @airs. 
Proof. We begin with 
+@)A (t) = T(t)@(t) (3.1) 
with A(t) = A, + tA, + *. . + t”A,, T(t) the triangular matrix and p(t) 
the unitary matrix provided by Lemma 3.1. We set q(t) = (p(t))*. It 
will suffice to prove that, if 0 < k < m, then 
~5,,A,‘~)q~ = T,(i) for 0 < i < k. (3.2) 
(This implies, by Lemma 3.2, that T, t2) is diagonal.) To do this we add the 
assertion 
[Toli), $,,())qO] = 0 for 0 < i < k - 1 and 1 < j < k - i - 1 (3.3) 
and prove (3.2) and (3.3) by induction on k. Here [A, B] = AB - BA 
is the commutator of A and B. For k = 0, (3.2) and (3.3) are immediate. 
Now assume (3.2) for 0 < i < k - 1 and (3.3) for 0 & i < k - 2 and 
l<j<k-l--i. By differentiating (3.1) k times we get 
ii C(k, i)p,‘i’A,(“-i’ = 5 C(k, i) T,‘k-i’p,‘i’ 
i-0 
from which 
poA,(‘c)qO = To’“’ + 2 [C(k, i) T,(k-i), $,(i’q,] 
i-l 
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follows by use of (3.2) for 0 < i < k - 1. By Lemma 3.2, $+,A,(k)q, is 
diagonal so that the sum in (3.4) is triangular. We shall now prove that 
each of the summands in this sum is zero. Consider first the summand 
[I”,, $,(k)qo]. Write T, = diag(dr,. . . , d,). By (3.3) with i = 0 and 
1 < j < k - 1 we see that, if d, # d,, then ($,,(j)q& = 0 for 1 < i < 
k - 1. By the triangularity of the sum, it follows that, if d, f d, and 
7 > s, then (@O(k)qO)m = 0. Because $(t)q(t) = I,, we have 
k-l 
$,(k’q, + 2 C(k, i)$,‘k-i)q,~,q,‘i’ + $,q,(k) = 0. 
i=l 
Now ($oq,,(i))* = po(i)q,, and, since [D, A] = 0 for a diagonal matrix D 
implies[D,A*]=O,wemayuse(3.3)fori=Oandl<j<k-lto 
see that 
[T,, Po’~‘qo + poqo”i’ 1 = 0. 
Thus, if d, # d, and Y > s, then (pOq,,(k))Ts = 0 and therefore (@O(k)qO)sr = 0. 
We have proved that [T,, p,(k)q,] = 0. Repetitions of this argument 
prove in succession that [T,l, $o’k-l)qo] = * * . = [To(k-l), $olqo] = 0. 
Consequently, (3.2) holds for 0 < i < k and (3.3) holds for 0 < i < k - 1 
and 1 < j < k - i - 1. This completes our induction and the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. 
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